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SECTION I 
INTRODUCTION 
The object of the program discussed in this report 
was to develop control techniques and a capability for 
control of the Articulated Primary Mirror (APM) of the 
Solar Optical Telesco~e ISOT). The primary mirror is 
large, 1.25 meters in diameter, and weighs about 800 kg. 
Six linear actuators provide both control and support, 
with termination at the mirror periphery. Control of 
the length of each of these actuators makes it possible 
to move the mirror with 6 degrees ' of freedom. The 
required control involves both translational and 
rotational control over small angles and small _displace-
ments with severe requirements on stability and accuracy. 
The implementation of the control law resolving 
. . 
commands to the 6 diagonal linear actuators was a 
p~imary part of this pr9gram. ImplementatioP implies 
not only developing the algorithms but fitting these 
into a computer, defining requirements both for memory 
and timing for that computer. 
The program was to be one step in implementing a 
full scale mock up of the APM. The APM with 6 actuators 
w~s to be constructed at the Sacremento Peak Observatory 
und2 ~ the direction of Dr. Richard Dunn while Navtrol 
provid~d the electronics and the control imple mentation. 
The mock up would permit complete tes t ing and evaluation 
1-1 
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of various control components, concepts and techniques, 
so that the space qualifable system .would meet the 
various s·tringent requirements imposed on it with a 
minimum of problems. 
It is shown in the attached report that the All 
Digital Controller, developed for the NASA Goddard 
Space Flight ·Center for just such an application, can 
perform all the function~ defined thus far for control 
of the APM with considerable margin to spare. This 
extra capability could be used in performing other 
functions. The Processor Unit, capable of handling all 
the SOT computation, including the complex transformations 
and control of all 6 a~tu~tors, is contained on 3 double 
sided printed circuit boards approximately 5.6 x 10" 
in size. (This does not includ e the interface modules.) 
Six Motor-encoder interface modules are required which 
can be located adjacent to actuators which they control. 
In the sections that follows the implementation is 
described, and the rational for selecting such an 
implementation provided. The result of the implementation 
on the hardware configuration, along with various inter-
face requirements is presented. 
Navtrol feels most fortunate for having worked 
with the NA SA Goddard Space Flight Center in the 
development 0f the All Digital Controller System. The 
SOT program reported on here demonstrates the capability 
1-2 
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of the All Digital Controller to meet yet another 
application. It further demonstrates that the faith 
exhibited by NASA GSFC in funding the development of 
a general purpose digital controller applicable to 
many applications was not misguided. Navtrol wishes 
to acknowledge the guidance and help of Mr. Phil Studer 
who initiated the original ADC development program 
within NASA and has bep.n associated with the Digital 
Controller ever since. Navtrol also wishes to acknowledge ' 
technical and other assistance provided on the SOT 
program from such people as Ewald Schmidt, Pete Hui 
and Bob Fulcher of NASA and Dr. Dick Dunn of the 
Sacremento Pea k Observatory. 
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2.1 CONTROL AfPROACH 
2.1.1. GENERAL DISCUSSION 
SECTION II 
~HNICAL APPROACH 
As indicated in the Introduction, the object of the 
program discussed in this report was to develop a control 
technique and capability for control of the Articulated 
Primary Mirror (APM) of the Solar Optical Telescope (SOT). 
The primary mi~ror is large (1.25 meters in diameter) and 
heavy (800kg). Six linear actuators provide both control 
and support, with terminati~n at the mirror periphery. 
Control of the length of each Qf these actuators makes 
it possible to move the mirror with six degrees of freedom. 
The required control involves both translational and 
rotational control over small angles and displacements with 
severe requirements on stability and accuracy. 
The program reported here, by Na~~rol, was only 
one of several to define the control approaches and 
techniques as well as the over all configuration of the 
Solar Optical Telescope. Based on results of these studies 
and various technical discussions, it was decided that 
control of the mirror should be defined about the conic 
foci. Rotation about the conic foci results in an 
equal angul a r rotati on of the line of sight direction 
of the telescope. This was appe a li ng even through rotation 
abo ut the conic foci r equ ire rl bo th ro ta ti on a ~d tra nslat ion 
2-1 
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of the mirror surface. The intermix of rotation and 
translational motions for a rotational command is of 
little consp.quence since all motion of the mirror occurs 
as a result of adjustment in length of the six extendable 
links supporting the mirror. Viewing the control 
actuation of a ' single link provides little or no insight 
as to the type ~f motiog, angular or linear, being commanded 
at the mirror surface. 
For the program reported here it was assumed that 
all measurements are ma:.de 'wi th r.es~ect to the conic 
foci. Five sensoru are assumed. These measure error in 
linear displacement, x, y and z, and rotational motion 
cbout the x and y axis. A right Band d coordi nate system 
was assumed with the A and y axis parallel to the mirror 
surface but originating through the conic foci. The z 
axis originates at the conic foci and extends down 
~hrough the center of the mirror. 
Table 2.1-1 defines the coordin~ tes of each of the 
links for the configuratiJn used in this program. Table 
2.1-2 defines the range of data input expected from each 
of the 5 sensors. ' ,011 motion about the z axis, indicated 
by e
z
' is not measured by any sensor nor is it a critical 
parameter co be controlled. However' , roll must be control Led 
in either a n i mplicit or explici t ma nner for if it is not 
control led, trunca t io n , round off and othe r errors will 
cause the mir ro l" to s lowl y r otate until the li nks a re 
2-2 
TABLE 2.1-1 
SOT LinK Coordinate Pata 
(RCVD 10/2/79 from NASA GSFC) 
Base Coordinates Mirror Coordinates 
Link Xb Yb Zb Xm Ym Zm 
L1 -60.228 34.772 485.030 -57.254 23.673 475.389 
I L2 -60.228 -34.772 485.030 -57.254 -23.673 475.389 
L3 I 0.000 -69.545 485.030 8.126 -61.420 475.389 
L4 60.228 -34.772 485.030 49. 128 -37.747 475.389 
~5 60.228 34.772 485.0:0 49.128 37.747 475.389 
L6 0.000 69.545 485.030 I 8.126 61.420 475.389 
All dimensions in C ~ . 
TA BLE 2. 1-2: Range of Data I nput 
RFP RFP 
Input Specified Specified Ra t e 
P2rameter Range Raste r & Focus *IMC 
DXC + 3cm. 
- -
-
DYC + 3cm. 
- -
-
DZC + 1 cm. 1 mm/s e c 
-
-
0 + . 5deg. 1 deg/min . 1. 05 cteg/min. x 
-
0 + . 5d eg 1 deg / mi n. 1. 05 de g/ mi n . y 
-
0 + 0 de c; . 0 0 
l z -
* + 1 ar c s ec .; 
-
0 1() :1Z . 
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extended to their full lengths and control of other 
parameters is impeded. If 6 degrees of freedom are 
provided then 6 degrees of freedom must be controlled. 
The control approach recommended by Navtrol in the following 
paragraphs provid ~ s for very tight control of roll as well 
as the other parameters. In the control approach taken 
it would be difficult to pruvide for loose control of roll 
while providing tight control of other parameters. 
The transformation from motion about and translation 
with respect to the conic foci to changes in length of the 
six extendable links is both non-linear and complex. If 
the line of sight of telescope is to be tightly controlled, 
fast and accuratp transformation of line of sight errors 
to adjustments in length of each extendable link is required. 
High frequency image motion compensation dictated the 
requirement of a specialized, very high capability digital 
computer, applicable to control situations. The Digital 
Controller developed by Navtrol under cop-tract with 
NASA Guddard Space Fligr.t Center is such a machine. It 
can handle the precision transformation required at a 
rate of 128 times per second, provide preci s ion control 
of the 6 extendable link actuators 256 times per second 
and still have considerable capacity for many other tasks. 
It is described in detail in the following sections and 
ir~ Ap;c nd ix A. 
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Early concepts about the : control of the Solar Optical 
Telescope primary mirror involved the use of stepper motors 
for controlling the length .of the extendable links. By 
the time Navtrol commenced the program reported here, 
the use of linear torque motors with appropriate feedback 
was being held as being more flexihle and offering the 
promise of higher performance then use of stepper motors. 
The possibility of dropped steps resulting in slow build 
up of errors, especially in roll, plus the improved 
dynamics offered by linear torque motors was the reason 
for their selection. 
2.1.2 OVERALL CONTROL APPROACH 
In the program reported here an overall control approach 
for the Solar Optical Telescope (SOT) Articulated Primary 
Mirror (APM) was defined which should provide excellent 
results for both open and closed loops modes of operation. 
The apporach goes well beyond that which has previously 
discussed by various contractors in that it provides both 
control of the roll axis and open loop capability. This 
approach is illustrated on Figure 2.1-1. 
The innermost loop, of which there are six, involves 
control of the length of the extendable links by use of 
the link mounted motors and encoders. This inner control 
loop controls the actual link length to the desired or 
"target" length. The "target" link lengt h estimator is 
updat e d at r ates up to 128 times per second using information 
2-5 
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obtained from the sensors and passed through the "Fast 
Transformation" in the illustration of Figure 2.1-1, delta 
positional corpections, ~si' are pa$sed through the fast 
transformation as well as the sensor rate estimate. 
Change in position may appear redundant to velocity but 
·is not because of the way that offsets and change in position 
commands are handled. Steps, for example, would require rate 
impu.ses of infinite height and so are not handled by simple 
rate transformations. The corrected target link estimator 
in turn provides the position and rate to which the link 
actuators are slaved. In this "inner loop" a sampling 
rate of 256 samples/second is used. 
If measure ments ~ere nade in all six axes and no 
open loop capabi li ty wa s required the "Fast Transformation" 
functions alone, without additional sorrections, would be 
sufficient to provide control. Any error build up i n the 
Fast Transformat ion or integration would be measured by the 
sensors and integrated out by the overall closed loop 
control system. This is similar to control approaches 
advoca ted in prev ious stud ies. HmoJever, no measurement.s 
are made on roll and truncation, round off and other error 
sources could ca use the mirror to slmoJly rotate in roll until 
the links are extended to their full lengths and controi 
of other parameters is i mpeded. In add ition, over the 
expected ang~ l 3 r and translational excursions of the 
mi rror the "Fast Trans for !: ation " change s co ns id e rably 
and can not be considered a constant transformation. 
2-7 
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Therefore some means of updating i t must be incl uded in the 
algorithms either from tabulated data or calculations. 
To prevent roll build up from occurri~g and to correct 
the fast transformation loop, another path, a "Precision 
Transformation and Correction" path, is provided. This 
path . includes a precision transformation from the norui~~l 
or zero reference position of the mirror to the desired 
mirror position, defining each link length required. The 
transformation is always made with respect to the "zero 
reference position" so there is no possibility of build 
up in errors in roll or any otter axis. Since any 
combination of mirror motion can be commanded, without 
measurements being made by the sensors, a full "open 
~oop" capability is provided. In this "open loop" mode 
mirror or i ent a tio n is def i ned sole ly by the measured lengths 
of the actuator links. 
t ' 
For roll the total angle will always equal a pproximatley zero. 
For the other t wo angles and for linear motion in x, y and z, 
estimates of the desired total displacement will be computeq 
by the ADC compu ter. Knowing the f ull angular and translational 
offsets, the precise cha nge in link . length fro m nominal for 
each of t he li nks can be ca lculated. Since relatively 
large angles, 0.50 , are transformed, correction for higher 
order effects and do uble precision are required. 
Because of t he amount of calculation tha t is involved 
in the " pr e cisio n trans for ma tio n and compa riso n" f unction, 
it wa s origina ll y pl anned to sp r ead t he ca lcula ti ons ou t 
over many cycles of the inner and fast tra nsforma tion loop. 
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With the inner loop providing only corrections, a rate 
of about 8 times per second could probably be tolerated. 
How~ver, it was shown that the program could be considerably 
simplified and performance improved by performing the 
precision transformation 128 times per s~cond. This 
eliminates th~ need for passing changes in position through 
the fast transfor.mation, reserving its use only for rate 
in the set of algorithms adopted. The high performance 
capability of the All Digital Controller permits this 
approach to be taken without jeopardizing other functions 
that the All Digital Controller must perform. 
To perform the precision transformation and correction, 
data from all 5 sensors and 6 actuator links must be "sampled" at 
approximately the same instant of time. (Sensor 
information is only comparable to link lengths at the same 
instant of time.) This simultaneous 'sampling requirement 
is indicated on Figure 2.1-1 by the sampling and hold 
(S and H) functions. A precision transformation of the 
sensor information is then made to provide the desired 
length link and this is compared to the stored link lengths. 
The differences are then used to provide correction to the 
target link length estimator. Using the same information, 
corrections are made to the fast tr~nsformation so that 
cross coupling terms are kept to a minimum. 
A question which might be asked is: If the precision 
estima tor is so accurate why use a target link l ength 
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estimator? The target link length estimator provides 
interpolation and extrapolation using rate and last known 
position to provide control of the actual actuators at 
a rate of 256 times per second, twi ce the transformed 
update rate. Interpolation and extrapolation is also 
requiped since ·the measurement of all 6 actuators and 
5 sensors cannot be made simultaneously. By use of 
estimated rates, positions . €an be extrapolated or inter-
polated to the same instant of time. 
Figure 2.1-2 provides additional functional details 
of the SOT APM control approach. As indicated, two states 
are allocated for sensor estimation. The figure illustrates 
the calculation for only one sensor measurement, rotation 
about the x axis or 6e
x
. It is assumed that the sensor 
measures only the offset away from the desired pointing 
direction, rather than the total angle: This measurement 
is fed through a pair of Kalman gains, K1 and K2 to update 
the two states of the sensor estimator. The "Kalman" gains 
can be selected on the basis of bandwidth or on the 
statistical characteristics of the measurement anu 
associated disturbances. Although a mome ntary build up 
,.. 
of epror in integration to obtain ex can occur due to 
computatio~~ l limitations of the co~p uter, these will 
be bounded to within accept a ble l evels by use of the 
multiple control loops previously described. If ex does 
not repre sen t t he act ua l ex it will offset the mirror 
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FIGURE 2.1-2: Details of SOT APM Control Approach 
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resulting in a measurement offset and a correction to ex' 
Again note that the measurements represent error 
rather than total displacement angle while the estimator 
estimates the total displacement angle. The total angle 
must be estimated since this is required for the "zero 
based" precision transformation. 
Referring -to Figure 2.1-2, open loop control can be 
provided by commanding a e~ and comparing ex to it. By 
subtracting ex from ex a synthetic measure ment is provided 
which can be ut~lized in exactly the sa me manner as previously 
discussed. Very ac~urate open loop control is achieved in 
this nanner. 
2.1.3 TRA NSFORMATIO N DISCUSSIO N 
Although definition of the transformation from sensor 
error to link length was originally -not a part of this 
program, to prevent delays to the program that could not 
be recovered Navtrol defined this transformation. The 
derivation of this transformation took advantage of 
conversations held with Mr. Pete Hui at NASA. A computer 
program was written which defines: 1) the _actual transformation, 
2) an acc urat~ approximation of the t ~ ansformation referred 
to as the "Precision Transformation" and 3) "Fast Transfor:'-
mation" wl: i ch is only accurate for small perturbations 
about its referenced position . The transformations are 
general and apply for any give n set of platform link 
coordina t es. 
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The reference coordinate system for these transfor-
mations is illustrated on Figure 2.1-3. As indicated, the 
center of the reference coordinate system is the conic 
foci. The positive Z axis extends from the conic foci 
through and perpendicular to the base which supports 
the mirror through the 6 actuators links. The diagram 
illustrates the assumed positive rotation ' for angles. 
Table 2.1-3 provides the derived "actual" Transformation 
from sensor offsets to length of actuator links. The set 
of equations must beexercised 6 times, once for each of 
the 6 actuator links. Roll angle does not appear in the 
trnasformation since it is assumed to be zero. The 
transformation shown is only accurate as long as e~ is zero. 
However, transforming using the total sensor displacements 
to the total actuator length results in mirror motion in 
which roll 3ngle is zero, or at least very nearly. 
Table 2.1-4 illustrates the "Precision Transformation'; 
utilized in the Digital Controller algorithms. The 
'precision transformation takes advantage of t~e fact that 
the sine and cosine of an angle can be obtained by a power 
series with the first few turns providing sufficient accuracy 
for small angles. In the equations presented, all terms 
above second order were excluded. The algorithms also make 
use of an approximation for the square root ther~ G y saving 
add i t ional computa U,on time. These equa tions have been 
shovln to provide exce llent ag r eeme nt Vlith the "actual 
transformation" in l a rge scale compute r simulation studies. 
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FIGURE 2.1-3: Re ference Coor'd ina te System 
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TABLE 2.1-3 Actual Transformation 
XM ( i), XMA ( i) 
YM(i), YMA(i) 
ZM ( i), ZMA ( i) 
XB(i) 
YB(i) 
ZB(i) 
AL ( i), ALA ( i ) : 
DXC, DYC, DZC: 
XMA(i) 
YMA (i) 
= 
= 
Initial and final coordinates at mirror 
connection of link (i). 
Coordinates at base ~onnection of link (i). 
Ini tial and final linl~ length 
Translational motion of mirror 
Angles of rotation about x and y axes 
respectively. 
XM(i)* Cos Qy + YM(i) * Sin 9y * Sin Qx 
+Z ~l (i)* Sin Qy * Cos 9 + DXC x 
YM(i) * Cos 9x - ZM(i) * Sin Q + DYC x 
ZMA(i) = -XM(i) * Sin Qy + YM(i) * Cos Qy * Sin 9x 
+ ZM(i) * Cos 9y * Cos 9x + DZC 
XDA(i) 
= XMA(i) XB(i) 
YDA(i) = YMA(i) YB(i) 
ZDA(i) = ZDA(i) ZB(i) 
ALA (i) = -yXDA 2 (i) + YDA 2 (i) + ZDA 2 ( i) 
DL(i) = ALA (i) - AL(i) 
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TABLE 2.1-4: "Precision" Transformation 
OX(i) } Change in coordinates at mirror OY(i) connect1on of link ( i ) . 
OZ(i) 
OL(i) = Adjustment requ1red in length of actuator. 
ALM (1) 
ALN (1) 
DX(i) 
OY(1) 
OZ(1) 
XO(i) 
YO(i) 
= 
= 
= 
= 'Measured length of l1nk (1) • 
= Length of link (i) 
position. 
(-.5 * e 2) * XM (i) Y 
+ e * ZM(1) + DXC 
= 
= 
Y 
(-.5 * e 2) * YI'1 ( 1 ) x 
(-8 ) * XM (1) + y 
ZM(i) + OZC 
x .1( i) - XB ( i 1 
YN(i) - YB(il 
(8
x
) 
with mirror at the 
+ (8 *8 ) Y x * YM(1) 
- 8 x * zr1 ( 1) + OYC 
* YM(1) .5 * (e 2 
- y 
ZO(1) = ZM(i) ZB(i) 
OXA (1) 
= 
XO(i) + .5 * OX(1) 
OYA(i) = YO(1) + .5 * OY(i) 
·OZA (i) = ZO(1) + .5 * OZ(1) 
ALMA (1) = (ALM(1) + ALN (i)) ~ .5 
OL(i) = COXA (1) * OX(i) + OYA(i) * OY (i) 
+ OZA(il * OZ(i)J /ALMA(i) 
*OL(i) 
= 
DL(i) 
* 
( ALMA( 1) ) 
ALN(i) + OL(i)/2 . 
"zero" 
ex 
2 
+ 
* This correction, although it improves the answer, is 
thought to be not needed and is not in the present 
algorithms. 
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The fast transformation is derived in a manner similar 
to the precision transformation except that terms above 
first order have been eliminated. However, this transfor-
mation is defined with a nominal at the actual position 
of the mirror at the time the corrections were made. The 
frequent update insures that the deviations about the 
referenced position will be quite small so that a very 
accurate transformation is made for sensor rate to that 
of the actuator links. The fast transformation is also 
computationally efficient. 
The fast Transformation is also convenient for 
expressing the sensitivity of the link lengths in terms 
of errors at the sensor. Since it is a true matrix it 
can be inverted to obtain the se nsitivity of the mirror 
to small errors in actuators links. These sensitivities 
. 
are further discussed and results provided in 3ection 3 
of this report. 
2.1.4 ACTUATOR LINK CO NTROL L0 1P DESIGN 
At the initiation of the study it was assumed that 
10 Hz loops would be adequate for ~ ontrol of the 6 actuator 
links 0f t he ~OT APH . Friction levels and other sources 
of disturbance torques had not been defined at that pOint. 
Early in the progr am , a review, of doc ume nts indica t ed tha t 
a frictio n l eve l of 1.25 l b . in . wa s ex pec ted. The ap proac h 
plan ned a t t ha t time for the act ua t or loo ps wa s f or use of 
seco nd orde r system wit h t he 10 Hz bandw i dth and a dampi ng 
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factor of 1. A Kalman filter for each of the gimbal 
loops was to be utilized to obtain velocity information 
for stablizing the system and a frictional estimate to 
improve accuracy. Integral control was also to be 
incl~d-d. However, simulation results showed the gain 
associated with .a 10 Hz loop was insufficient to overc~me 
a frictio level of 1.25 lb. in. and provide the desired 
accuracy of .1 ar~ seconds at the platform. 
Although integral compensation and friction estimator 
brought the offset ~rror down with time it did not appear that 
the dynamics were adequate. To improve dynamics the 
bandwidth ? f the inner 190P was increased to 25 Hz. The 
increase in bandwidth not only provided a 6.25 increase 
in wide bandwidth gain, but also provided improved dynamics 
for the integral gain and friction estimation locps. 
However, the 25 H~ tended to excite the 50 Hz resonance 
of the mirror actuator assembly in spite of the considerable 
isolation provided by the ball and screw configuration. 
Friction tended further to diminish the feedback of mirror 
motion to the encoder but the problem re mained. To 
control it, the 50 Hz structural mode was included in the 
processor Kalman fil·te r model used in the act ua tor control 
syste m, With this configuration performance was much 
improved. 
Figur e 2.1-4 ill ust rates the gimba l mod e l used 
bot h in the Digital Contro ller Kalman filter, f or the 
approac just described (wh ich was l ater di sca r ded) , 
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Xl 
and as a model of the actual system in simulation studies 
for both the approach just described and the control 
approach which was finally selected. The state x, represents 
mo~or angle while x2 represents motor rate. The states 
x3 and x4 are states of the structural mode resonance 
with x3 defined as the difference angle between the two 
ends of the "structural mode spring." Th~ state, x5 
represents the power amplifier motor time constant which 
must be included in simulations of wide bandwidth systems. 
Al t -hough the PA is nom:'nally a current drive amplifier, 
infinite voltage is not available so that torque is not 
instaneously aV3ilable: Unfortunately, the time constant 
depend& on the torq ue value and whether torque is increasi ng 
or decreasing in magnitude. This was modeled to a 
reasonable extent but the model was not perfect. 
It ~as fur~her shown that an increase in inertia 
provided a reduction in error of about the same rat~o 
as the inertia was increased, providing that the loop 
-bandwidth was kept constant. Increasing the inertia results 
in a redistribution of gain (for constant bandwidth loop) 
so that the same error provides increased torque to over-
come friction. This is illustrated on Figure 2.1-5. 
Here the lnertia is increased 10: i from 0.0137 to 0.137 
lb. in~. It is shown that for a second order loop, an 
offset angle of .1 degree results in a torque of .59 i n. lb. 
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1 ~. e c Friction 
e o·~ Cp r + 
e/ ec = 
c = 2~.... J t!1 e:- : 
v n 
Poles are: 
If f. 
= 
If wn = 
S = -wn(~; ~~2_1) 
J s = .013 7 in lb. sec. 2 ("small inertia") 
J 1 = .13 7 in. lb. sec.
2 ("large ine rtia.") 
""'-:.J w = 15 7 r/s C ) •• Z II 
T C • e [~p = 338 for J = s p 
= 3380 for J l p 
25 Hz · (2TI) e 
= • 1 degree 
T 
= 
t:o 
• J ~ in. lb. for J
s 
T = 5.9 in. lb . f or J 1 
FIGURE 2 .1-5 : Second Order Exa:nple 
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for the small and 5.9 in. lb. for the large inertia. 
The use of integral gain and friction estimation will 
reduce the indicated errors still further. 
For a fixed size torque motor increasing the inertia 
decreases the amount of acceleration available. If this 
is not a problem, increasing the inertia permits an 
increase in gain without a sub equent increase in band~idth. 
Loop bandwidth is limited by the sampling rate which a 
single All Digital Controller could accomodate, but also 
by the exci ta tion of the structural mode . . With the ~bove 
increase in inertia it was shown that a 65 lb. in. torque 
motor provided suffici~nt torque to insure the .1 arc 
second accuracy with dynamic motion as specified in the 
NASA RFP (1 arc second at 10 Hz). The increase in inertia 
also improves the isolation of the motor/encoder ioop 
from platform motion The loop, with the structural mode 
in the model and with an 8:1 increase in inertia provided 
good perfornance and tolerance to shifts in the frequency 
.of the structural mode .appeared to be adequate. 
About this time it was determined that a friction level 
of 8 lb. in. was more realistic. Although it appeared 
that even with th~ new friction level a good chance of 
meeting the performance critera re~ained, it was decided 
to pursue an approach which offered better performance 
and lower risks. Dr. Dick Dunn of the Sacramento Peak 
Observatory s ubgested a very tight tach loop as a way of 
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overcoming the effect of friction. The high gain tach 
loop effectively lowers the gain in the forward displace-
ment loop ~o that displacement gain can be increased while 
maintaining the bandwidth within the desired limits. 
Computational time requirements place a sampling limitation 
for a single All Digital Controller which prevents the very 
wide bandwidth rate loop from being implemented within 
the All Digital Controller: In addition, the resolution 
limitation of the encoder is such as to make it unusable 
for wide bandwidth rate applications. The approach could 
be implemented digitally if additional encoder bits 
were provided and jf the use of a second digital controller 
was permitted. It was felt that a more reasonable approach 
was the addition of a good tacho meter with the r a te loop 
closed outside the All Digital Controller. 
The new approach requi red considerable changes in 
the work already accomplished up to that time period, 
riot only in the area of loop analysis but ~lso in the 
design of tne power amplifier. However, advantages seem 
to offset disadvantages. Advantages are: 
1) Close p.hysical association of tachometer and motor 
permits use of the best method found yet to reduce 
the effect of non-linearities, that of use of a 
very tight fe edbac~ l oop around t he non-li nea rities 
2) Use of the wide ba ndwidt h tach loop enables the 
displ ace~ent loop t o operate a t a lowe r bandwidth 
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Aa ba~dwidth of about 12.8 Hz was selected) 
greatly reducing the possibility of excitation 
of structural modes, not only in the vicinity 
of the actuator mirror area but also in the 
structure between the actuator, the IPS system 
and the sensors as well. 
3) The narrow bandwidth reduces the comput~tional 
load on the All Digital Controller providing 
time to perform many additional tasks. 
The structural mode consideration was probably the over-
whelming one since Navtrol, along with others, feel 
this could be a major risk area in the design of the 
overall Solar Optical Telescope control system. By 
. '
using the tach to overcome friction levels, bandwidths 
could be ' reduced further, if need be, in order to kee~ 
from exciting the structural modes and still meet the 
basic accuracy requirements of SOT. 
The implementation of a high gain tachometer loop 
around the amplifier-torque motor eliminates the necessity 
for (and re~der very difficult) the complete modeling 
of g ~mbal dynamics within the ADC computer. However, 
commands to the power amplifier must be limited to lie 
within the capabilities of the torque motor, tach, 
encoder and othe r elements of the loop. It is also 
desirable to minimize the excitation of the structural 
modes. 
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Fir 2.1-6 illustrates the approach selected to 
accomplish these goals for the actuator loop configuration 
using tach " feedback. The approach is similar to the 
model reference approach used in design of flight control 
systems whereby the system is forced to follow an 
"idealized" response from the model system. The "model 
system" on Figure 2.1-6 consists of states Y1f' Y2f and 
Y3f and is referred to, within Navtrol, as the follow 
up system. The inputs to this system are the desired 
actuator link length Y1 and the desired link velocity Y2' 
These come from the "target estimator" previously described 
which is corrected 128 times per second from the Precision 
and Fast Transformations of displacements and rates of 
the 5 sensors. The follow up filter is structured to 
provide minimum time response from one angle to another 
within the constraints of torque limited to 64.5 in. lb. 
and velocity limited to 650 ?/s at actuator. The filter 
has a linear response region and within this the filter 
rolls off at about 15 Hz minimizing excitation of presently 
known body modes. Velocity from the follow up system 
is fed forward through appropriate gains to command the 
same velocity from the actuator. This velocity command 
is compared with velocity measured by the tach and 
appropriate correc t ion made to the torque motor drive 
signal, all dccomplished within the power amplifier. 
If the actuator length , ~easured by the encoder, is 
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FIGURE .2.1-6: Actuator Loop Co ntrol Approach Using 
Tach Feedback 
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different from the desired length this difference is fed 
forward through the gain .Cp to adjust the torque and 
minimize the error in actuator length. The error is 
also fed through C1 and integrated to provide additional 
correction to brin~ the difference in angle to zero. 
Results :.achieved with this loop, both in the computer 
simulation and· on actual hardware, are provided in 
Section 3. 
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2.2 HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 
2.2.1 DIGITIAL CONTROLLER DESCRIPTION 
2.2.1.1 INTRODUCTION 
. A detailed description of the All Digital Controller 
is provided in Appendix A. There the system is described 
for general applications and its many features are 
described in detail. The purpose of this iection is to 
1) discuss requirements for the Solar Optical Telescope applica-
tion for the All Digital Controller, 2) discuss improvements 
made' to the All Digital Controller for the SOT application, 
and 3) define differences between the unit described in 
Appendix A and the unit ~ecommended for SOT and/or the 
system presently owned by NASA for use on SOT. 
2.2.1.2 DIGITAL CO NTROLLER PROCESSOR UNIT 
2.2.1.2.1 PROGRAM MEMORY EXPANSION 
Control of the Solar Optical Telescope Articulated 
Primary Mirror requires additional capability over what had 
been originally designed into the All Digital Controller. 
In particular, it requires an increase in the size of 
program memory, originally 1K. This had proved adequate 
for the seven SIPS Loops, for which the Digital Controller 
was originally designed, and the two axiS, but very complex, 
control fof' NASA's SGRS System. Tb~ digital controller 
instruction set is quite efficie nt in use of program 
memory as illustrated by the fact that the multiple 
transforma tions and a l gorithms f or six control loops is 
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still contained in a program memory approximately 1K 
in size. However, to meet the SOT requirement program 
memory was expanded to 4K. Program memory word size 
was increased from 16 bits to 18 bits to enable direct 
branching within this 4K memory. Whil~ expanding 
directly to 4K memory, a capability was included for 
expanding further to 65K, if the need arises. For large 
program memory applications, program memory is broken down 
into 4K pages as described in Appendix A. 
2.2.1.2.2 DATA MEMORY REFERENCED BRANCHING 
To enable the program to jump to new areas in program 
memory, a capability to perform data memory r~ference 
pranches was provided. Data memory is 16 bits wide, so that 
branching over the entire 65K program memory is possible. 
Since data memory can be accessed externally during operation, 
different branching loca~ions car. be . commanded externally 
and the functions which the loops are performing controlled 
in ·this manner. This approach elOminated the need for 
"function memory" pi"'eviously used for providing e ;-~ternal 
control over the functions the digital controller was 
performing. This in turn eliminated some circuitry in this 
one area. The new commands make the system much more 
flexible in its overall application. 
The capability for lOdding s onstants directly from 
program memory into the accumulator is now provided. This 
change was a natural fallout of the change that provided 
data referenced branching for the program . 
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2.2.1.2.3 DATA MEMORY EXPANSION 
Although data used in the present SOT program does 
not overflow the lK of data memory allotment of the All 
Dig~tal Controller other functions such as monitoring and/or 
control of the alignment sensors would create an overflow. 
Therefore, the size of data memory ~ . s also increased, 
from lK to 2K at th ' time the modification was made to 
increase the size of the program memory. Although only 
2K is presently available,the SOT system will be able to 
access directly 4K of data memory. All that is required 
is adding the memory. Although the mechanization is not 
complete, indirect access to as much as 65K of data memory 
is planned for. 
2.2.1.2.4 INDEXING CHANGE 
Prior to the increase in memory size, as part of 
the effort to squeeze the SOT program and data into the 
existing memory sizes, the efficipncy of the All Digital 
Controller in use of memory, especially data memory, was 
improved by modification of the indexer circuitry. The 
indexer circuitry provides the All ~igital Controller with 
the capability of using ~ single program for control of all 
6 extendable links. It is ore of the features that makes 
the Digital Controller so efficient in program use in 
handling ~ulti-axis control confie~racions. The first 
of two changes ·involved load i ng the indexer from the 
accumulator rather than prog r am memory. This allows easy 
control of multipl e loop configu r ~ tions. In a second 
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change, selection of the direct or indexing mode of 
accessing data memory is now accomplished by examining 
the last 3 bits of the data address. If these are all 
zeros an indexing mode is assumed. This approach allows 
all data related functionz of the All Digital Controller 
to be accomplished in either the direct or indexed mode. 
For the SOT system this greatly facilitated the use of a 
single set of constants for all 6 loops and saves 
considerable data memory. 
2.2.1.2 . 5 ALU-ACCUMULATOR MODIFICATION 
In reaccessing the system's conversion -to one 
suitable for a space mission, it was discovered that proQlems 
bad occurred in processing the 54S281J IC which made it 
questionable for qualification as a high reliability part. 
This IC was used as the accumulator for the All Digital 
Controller performing all the basic arithm~tic functions. 
It was suggested to NASA that in making the memory 
expansion it would be a convenient time to convert to a 
.new ALU chip. A change was made to use the 2901, an 
ALU chip which has gained widespread usage and is avail-
able in 8838 and other high-reI configurations. Use of 
the 2901 results in less chips in the system and provides 
a minor s3vings in power. Additic~ of the 2901 removed 
the only known area s a t present where a qualification 
problem could occur for the All Dig ita l Controll e r. 
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2.2.1.2.6 INDIRECT ADDRESSING AND MEMORY 2 
These two changes were added in response to another 
application and were not paid for using NASA funds. However, 
the capability is included in the NASA system intended for 
SOT. The indirect addressing capability comes about from 
a r~gister whith accer~s addresses oomputed in the arithmetic 
logic unit (ALU). Data memory or Memory 2 can then be 
accessed using this computed address and the data loaded 
into the accumulator. This provides the capability for 
constructing and using non-linear tables. 
The Memr ry 2 modification provides for accessing an 
additional 4K of data memory, di~ectly without resorting 
to paging techniques. However, only loading and storing 
between the accumulator and Memory 2 are pernJitted, although 
this may be either directly or indirectly as commanded. 
No additional data memory is provided 'for the SOT system 
beyond the 2K previously discussed. However, to facilitate 
checkout, 1K of that 2K is jumper selectable to be either 
main Data Memory or Memory 2. In the "other" application, 
which sponsored these changes, 4K of Memory 2 is provided 
on PROM's for use as "look up" tables. 
2.2.1.2.7 PRI NTED CIRCUIT BOARD 1ECHA NIZATIO 
The Jigital controller previ~usly was implemented on 
wire wrap boards r Navtrol took advantage of the opportunity 
to sell several systems to convert the system to use 
printed circuit boards. 
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In making the change to printed circuit boards the
5 volt regulators on each of the boards was eliminated
so that now a single 5 volt regulator provides power to
all three boards of the processor unit. Locating the 5
volt regulator off the board simplifies the problem of
removing heat from the system. It also allows the
system to be operated from a remote 5 volt supply,
should that be required.
2.2.2. MOTOR - ENCODER INTERFACES
The Solar Optical Telescope program at Navtrol
included the design, development and construction of
motor-encoder interfaces applicable to control of the 6
SOT actuators. These interfaces communicate with the
Digital Controller Processor Unit over 4 differential lines
with data transferred at a rate of 2 MHz. The communication
portion of this interface is described-in detail in Appendix
A. Only the functions unique to SOT will be described in 	 ,'A
the'following paragraphs.
2.2.2.1 ENCODER INTERFACE
The encoder selected for use on the SOT APM breadboard
system is a Baldwin 5Vn278Z incremental encoder. Characteristics
of this encoder are described in Section 2.2.3. The encoder
has three sets of push pull output lines, one set each for
sine wave, cosine wave, and index pulse. The encoder has
k
E
	
	
4096 lines resulting in 4096 psuedo-sine and cosine waves
per revolution. As received from Bald%;in, the encoder
included no electronics other then the incandescent light
i	
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source and the p~oto cells. Navtrol has constructed a 
circuit board which fits inside the encoder case which 
provides amplification for the sine and cosine signals and 
detection of the index pulse. 
The ampljfied sine and cosine signals and the TTL 
compatible index pulse are passed on to the encoder inter-
face. The amplification enbables the signals to be sent 
to the interface at a high enough level to minimize 
interference problems. Adjustments are included within 
the encoder to equalize amplitude of the : swings of 
the signals and to provide proper overall amplitude 
adjustmer.t. The zero cross over is separately adjusted 
so that time above and below the zero level is also equalized. 
Figure 2.2-1 is a f unctiona l block diagran for the 
encoder i nterface. The interface provides a times i6 
multiplication of the basic sine and cosine signals from 
the encoder. That is, each cycle, represented by a line on 
the encoder disk, will be subdivided into 16 parts. This 
is equivalent to adding 4 bits to the basic 12 bit accura~y 
provided by the encoder. Pulses are derived only for the 
sine wave crossings and count ed. The additional i . terpolation 
is all done logicially so as to minimize the possibility 
of dropped pulses. The basic 212 resolution, provided by 
the encoder disk lines, is app roximately sufficient for 
.1 0 accuracy at the actuator. As shown in Section 3, the 
sensitivi ty of the syste m is such tha t if each of the 
actuato rs contributed . 10 erro r rns the result at the 
mirror would be approximately .6 arc seconds rms. This 
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sensitivity is 4 to 6 times greater than originally 
anticipated, and higher resolution on the encoder might be 
desirable. However, the additional times 16 multiplication 
provides sufficient resolution that it should be possible 
to meet the .1 arc second accuracy required. Note that 
resolution does not imply accuracy and 16 bit accuracy 
may not be achieved. Navtrol now feels that an encoder 
with 21~ lines would provide greater assurance that the 
final system accuracy requirements would be met. 
Referring back to Figure 2.2-1, the box labeled 
"Compare, Logic and Register" senses when the sine wave 
changes sign at the same time that the cosine wave i' 
high, and puts out an appropriate up or down pulse to 
the counter signifying a line crossing. If, at the same 
time that a line crossing occurrs an index pulse is 
received the counter is cleared and the index flip flop 
set. This signifies to the computer that the zer9 
reference line of the encoder" was crossed during the last 
sampling interval. The angle of rotation which has occurred 
since the index was actually received will be indicated 
by the count within the counter and the logical interpolation 
signals. 
Tae r.~unter is also cleared e~ ch time it is read 
out to the 10 shift register. Therefore the counter 
reading represents the angle rotated through during 1 sample 
period, except when an index pulse is received. T~en, the 
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counter reading is ab~olute. The sampling rate, 256 times 
per second, is such that an overflow of the counter cannot 
occur within the rates that will be encountered in system 
usage. 
The remaining block on the diagram performs the 
times 16 logic -function and stores the result in a register. 
These addition~l 4 bits are loaded into the 10 shift 
register at the same time as the counter outputs and are 
transferred as one word. However, they represent the 4 
least significant bits of the measured absolute angle, 
not the difference angle. This is taken into account in 
the processor program. -
The counter is cleared synchronously with the load 
into the IO shift register. To insure that a pulse is 
not fed to the counter at the same time as the clear 
signal a -"hold Signa l" is issued from the IO which holds 
any pulses in the register until after the counter is 
cleared. This insures that no pulses will be dropped due 
~o this circumstance. 
The reason for Javtrol designing the circuitry, 
rather than buying the circuitry from Baldwin Electronics, 
is that Baldwin does not offer a times 16 multiplication 
for this ~Dcoder. Their attitude ~S that resolution impli€~ 
accuracy. Since they do not want to guarantee 16 bit 
accuracy fro m this encoder, they do not offer the times 
16 multiplication of the basic numbe~ of lir.es from the 
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the encoder. However, in control applications for smooth-
ness of control it is best to have additional bits even 
though the angle, when referred back to the index position, 
may not be accurate to the resolution increment. In 
addition, if the times 16 multiplication was done inside 
the encoder the number of pulses occurring per cycle would 
be 16 times that used in the Navtrol i~plementation. 
Distortion in the sine wave could result in a dropped 
pulse and in this latter implementation this pulse would 
not pe recovered until the index line is again crossed. 
By performing the times 16 multiplication wi~h hard logic 
Navtrol assu~es that dr.opped pulses will not occur. 
In addition to receiving and performing functions 
on the signal as just described, the encoder interface 
+ also supplies - 15 volts to the pre-amp and 5 volts for 
the illuminator lamp within the encoder. 
2.2.2.2 MOTOR DRIVE AMPLIFIER 
The torque motor which the Motor Drive Amplifier 
must drive is a brushless DC motor with the 3 phases in 
the armature connected in delta. The inductance and 
resistance between two terminals of the motor are 15 mh 
and 3.15 ohms resp~ctively, providing a motor electrical 
time constqnt of approximately 5 milli-seconds. With 28 
volts applied the ma xi mum current will equal approximately 
8 amps. The motor provide~ a torque of 125 oz. in. per 
amp. Additional i nfor ma tion on th is motor is provide d in 
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in Section 2.3. 
The functional diagram for the motor drive amplifier 
is provided by Figure 2.2-2. The amplifier is a pulse 
width modulated amplifier so that the output current 
switches on the right ~and side of the diagram are either 
on or off. This greatly reduces the power required overall 
but especially withiu the power amplifier -itself. This in 
turn greatly eases the problem of cooling the unit. For 
example . the running friction in each actuator is expected 
to r,un as high as 8 in. lb. To overcome this friction 
requires current in access of 1 amp. If a linear output 
amplifier were used this would result in a continuous 
power requirement of 28 watts, with 25 watts used in the 
output stages of the amplifier. For the Navtrol pulse 
width modulator amplifier the power to the motor remains 
the same; of course, but the continuous power in the output 
amplifier, is less than 2 watts, so that the total power 
is approximately 3.5 watts. Again, this is only the DC 
.power in the outout circuitry not the total module power. 
A small amount of switching power in the output stages 
is also used. 
Referring again to Figure 2.2-2, the data received 
through tL c: 10 from the Di gital Processor unit is he l d in 
a 16 bit re gister. Of the 16 bi ts, 12 bi ts represe nts 
the mag nitude of the veloci t y co mmand, one bit defines sign 
and the ot he r 3 bits def ine t he comnu ta t ion ang l e for the 
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brushless motor. Providing commutation based on encoder 
measured angles provides the most accurate method for 
performing this function. The output of the D/A, the 
velocity command, is compared ' to the tach feedback signal 
and the difference amplified. The sign 1f this signal 
controls the sign of the ~orque motor current. The 
magnitude of th~ signal defines the pulse width of voltage 
applied across the motor coil. The pulse is kept on 
until .the motor current, fed back through the current 
sense amplifier, equals the magnitude commanded. The 
output on-off command, along with the sign, is sampled 
, 
and held 64,000 times per second. The sampled information 
is passed through the "switch control logic " to control 
the appropriate upper and lower switches, providing 
torque in proper direction. 
. . 
In the Navtrol design, the upper switches remain 
turned on during the entire sampling interval while the 
lower switch is turned on an6 off to adjust to the proper 
output current level. The design is such that the output 
current thro~gh the motor coil always flows through the 
appropriate sanse resistor, Rs1 ' Rs2 or Ps3' selected by the 
upper switch. The output current is measured to an 
accuracy of approximately 1%. This is made equal to 
commanded current for accurate control of commanded 
torque, which is.directly proportional to output current . 
Across each sense resistor is a transistor which 
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turns on if the sense resistor voltage exceeds a level 
indicating excessive current. This, in turn, cuts off 
the appropriate upper switch. For example, if a motor 
coil is momentarily grounded, the amplifier is designed 
to cut off before damage to the upper switch can occur. 
The coils in series with the motor provide sufficient 
time for the cut off to occur before excessive current 
is dr>awn. 
The 9utput power stages are designed to minimize 
voltage drop and power loss. The sense resistors are only 
.05 ohms and the nominal value of resistance 'for both 
the upper and lower switches is .055 ohms each. The 
resistance of the series coil is approximately .01 ohms 
providing a total resistance in series with the motor 
coils of only .17 ohms. It is this very low resistance 
that insu~es a lbw power dissipation in the output stages 
of the motor drive amplifier. 
Another feature of the design is that whenever sign 
chang~s all switches are momentarily (500 ns) ~urned off 
before a new set of switc~es, upper and lower, are selected. 
This insures that the switches that are to be turned off 
are off before a ~ew set is turned on, reducing transients 
in the system and strain on the out~ut transistors. 
Figure 2.2-3 illustrates the gain distribution in the 
Motor Drive Amplifier corresponding to velocity loop band-
width of 400 Hz. 
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2.2.3 ACTUATOR CONTROL 
Figure 2.2-4 is a photograph of the SOT APM actuator 
assembly provided through courtesy of Sacramento Peak 
Observatory,where the assembly was constructed under 
direction of Dr. Dick Dunn. The assembly contains a fly-
wheel (19 times 'motor inertia), which may be removed if 
required, a motor, a tachometer and an encoder. The length 
of the actuator itself, including the encoder, is 18 inches, 
and the largest diameter, around the inertia wheel, is 7.75 
inches. A small linear displacement sensor is located 
beside the assembly toward the viewer. 
Friction was measured at 4.5 in. lb •• Measurements 
of backlash were also made and a plot is provided -in 
Section. 3. Both of these measurements vlere made at 
Sacremento Peak Observatory. 
The Characteristics of the torque motu~ included 
in the actuator are described on Table 2.2-1 •. The 
characteristics of the SOT APM tachometer are given un 
Table 2.2-2. The encoder is a Baldwin series 5VN278 
manufactured by BEl Electronics, Inc, Little Rock, Arkansas. 
It is a incremental encoder with 4096 lines per revolution. 
It uses an incandescent lamp as the light source, which 
may not be c esirable in a space envL'onment. However, similar-
encoders are available with LED illuminatio n . Outputs 
from the encoder are 3 sets of push pull signals derived 
fro m 6 int ernal photocells, two for each of the 3 outputs. 
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As delivered from BEl, no electronics are included as these 
are part of the Navtrol interface circuitry. Specifications 
for this encoder are includ~d in the Appendix B of this 
report. 
The motor, encoder, and tachometer were selected 
for use in a mock up system and may not represent the 
~ppropriate choice for a space fight environment. Avail-
ability played a large part · in the initial selection 
process. 
2.2.4 SERVO DEVELOP1ENT SYSTEM 
Navtrol has developed a graphics capability to be 
added to their previous Software Development System to 
permit recording of data available only in digital form 
wi thin the .. 11 Di gital Controller. This includes not 
only a CRT but a printer as well to preserve servo 
respo nses and other system plots obtajned during tests. 
This capability was developed using Navtrol R&D funds to 
overcome problems encountered in the past in accessing . 
error ·si gna ls, output commands and angular measurements 
fro Il'} the encoder and other devices , available only in 
digital form . and buried deep inside the All Digital 
Controll e r. This grapilics cap ab il i ty is new and is 
not prese ly a part of the IASA ~ystem planned for use 
on the SOT mock up . 
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3.1 ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION RESULTS 
3.1.1 TRANSFORMATION RESULTS 
3.1.1.1 PRECISION TRANSFORMATION 
SECTION 3.0 
~ESULTS 
Section 2.1 of this report provides definition of the 
overall control approach. Section 2.1.3 discusses the 
transformation and provides the equations both for the 
actual transformation and the approximation that Navtrol 
uses in its Digital Con t roller, referred to as the "Precision" 
transformation. Table 3.1-1 provides a comparison of the 
"precision" transfo~mation with the actual transformation. 
The act ual transformatio n resul t s were obtained on · a CDC 
Cyber 72 computer so that truncation and round-off is 
negligible . . The preciSion transformat ion res ults we re 
obtained from the All Digital Controller. The two sets of 
results were subtracted point by point with the results 
of this computation presented on Table 3.1-1. As indicated 
by the Table, the errors in the All Digital Controller 
are neglig ibl e except for large ang ular rotations (.5 deg.'. 
These errors co me about beca use of the . algorithms used 
rather than truncation and round off errors in the computer. 
By use of additional terns in the series approximat ion 
of the sine and cosine these errors could be reduced to be 
ne glig i bl e a l s o . . This point is de monstr~te d on the table 
3- 1 
TABLE 3.1-1 
• "Precision" Transformation Results 
A. Result of Commanded Offsets. 
ADC 
6X = 3cm 6Y = 3cm 6Z = 1cm ex = .10 
hX(cm) -8. 1 x 10-8 -4.6 x 10-7 -4.7 x 10-7 -2.0 x 10-7 
6Y(cm) 
-1.7 x 10-21 -2.8 :ic 10-7 0.0 9.6 x 10-8 
~Z(cm) -4.0 x 10-8 -6.9 x 1Q-9 -8.6 x 10-8 -1.4 x 10-7 
"..-... 10- 18 10-4 10- 18 10-4 flex (sec) 6.8 x 1.5 x -1.4 x -2.3 x 
"..-... 10-5 10-4 6ey(sec) -6.5 x -2.0 x -2.7 x 10-5 -8.8 x 10-5 
"..-... 6ez(sec) 1. 0 x 10- 18 6. 1 x 10-4 -3.4 x 10- 19 -6.8 x 10-5 
ADC ADC Theoretical 
ex = .5 ex = .5 
ex = .5
0 ey = .5 6y = .5 
6X -2.2 x 10-5 2.2 x 10-4 2.2 x 10-4 
tJ.Y -1.2 x 10-6 2.5 x 10-4 2.5 x 10-4 
6Z 
-1.5 x 10-6 2.6 x 10-6 2.9 x 10-6 
6ex -2.3 x 10-2 -1.4 x 10- 1 -1.4 x 10- 1 
6ey 
-9.7 x 10-3 -7.7 x 10-4 -1.3 x 10-3 . 
tJ.ez 9.5 x 10-4 -1. i x 10-3 -8.2 x 10-4 
These are "ope n loop" res ults. The sensors shuld detect these 
errors and r e duce the m f 'J r the r .. 
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by comparison of the ADC results with ex = .5 and ex = .5 
with the theoretical results obtained at the same offset 
angles. Th~ "theoretical" result was obtained on the CDC 
computer using the same algorithms as used in the All 
Digital Controller. 
These transformation results are all open loop and 
will be reduced further by the sensors detecting any 
errors and feeding them back into the closed loop system. 
Navtrol's specification for open loop results was 1 arc 
second which the algorithms meet by a wide margin. It is 
apparent that if the sensors can measure the small errors, 
closed loop action should 02 able to remove most of the 
remaining error. The conclusion is that the "precision" 
transformation, as programmed in the All Digital Controller 
is sufficiently accurate . to provide the accuracy required 
in control of the Articulated Prima~y Mirror of the Solar 
Optical Telescope. 
3.1. 1 .2 "FAST" TRANSFORHA nO N 
The so called "fast" transformation is utilized in the 
All Digital Controller for transforming r ~ tes fro m each of 
the sensors to each of the links. The rate transformation 
is updated 64 times per second, and at the time of update 
is essentj21ly correct. Theoretic~lly, the rate tran3forma~ : o n 
is correct at the precis e set of co nd i tions to which it 
applies. The high upd a te ra t e ke e ps the rate transforma tion 
acc urate a s the mi rror is mov i ng . 
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Prior to the program at Navtrol it was suggested that 
it might be possible to use a constant transformation. 
Although closed loop nulling of the system maybe sufficient 
~o eventuall y bring the mirror to the null positions of 
the sensor, a round about route will be taken to get there 
resulting in extraneous moti.ons that Navtrol believes could 
not be tolerated. 
Table 3.1-2 illustrates the differences between a 
transformation at the neutral position of the mirror and at 
an offset position. The differences in the two matrices 
are obvious with many terms exhibiting not only considerable 
variation ' in magnitude b-ut even changes in sig:1. Navtrol 
believes that the s mooth transformation of rate will 
allow s mooth co ntrol witho ut extraneous motion that could 
decrease accuracy especially dynamic accuracy. Note that 
the last column of the transformation matrix is not required 
sinee e , roll, is always assumed to be zero. The accurate 
z 
transformation minimizes the possibllity that this would 
nO.t be so. 
To test out the accura cy of the fast transformation 
for transforming rate a series of r uns we r e made i n whic h 
an offset a nd a r ate ' we r e c ommanded for one sensor at a time 
in turn for ~ ach of the sensors, e xc ept for the last run 
which i ncl uded simul ta neous offse t s and r a t e s in t wo sensors. 
The res ul t i ng r a t e a t eac h a c tuator l inkage wa s r ecorde d. 
This r a t e was compar ed to the position c hange ca l cula t ed 
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TABLE 3.1-2: "FAST" Transformation 
A. Zero Position Matrix; l::.x = l::.y = l::.z = 0.0; 0=0 x y = 0 = 0.0 z 
.1 9827488 
.1 98 27488 
. 54173769 
-. 73 9 9 8 4 3 7 
-. /3998 437 
. 5417 37 6 9 
B. 
-. 0932':)4342 
-. 06430 4058 
. 25188479 
-. 86134755 
-. 78'74313 7 
. 343 28709 
-.73996399 
. 73996 399 
.54167102 
-.19832914 
.19 8 32914 
-.54167102 
-.64275996 
-.64275996 
-.64273850 
-.64271976 
- . 64 2.7 1 976 
-.64273850 
-336.55468 
336.55468 
218.02745 
-118.54424 
118.54424 
-218.02745 
Offset Position Mat rix; 6x = 6y = 6z = ~.O~ 0 
. x 
-. 55388893 
. 83523368 
. 7783 41 77 
.066349096 
.36781077 
-.34301233 
· l::.L 1 
6L2 
6L3 
6L4 
6L5 
6L6 
-.82735160 
-.54612242 
-.57509837 
-.50366477 
-.49463833 
-.87435491 
-239.88408 
386. 12362 
337.52389 
14.667870 
195.59882 
-105.56426 
_Fa'st _ 
Tranformation 
Matrix 
-57.457118 
-57.457118 
-262.75903 
320.20489 
320.204'89 
-262.75903 
o 
= 0y = .5 ; 0z 
I::. X 
I::.Y 
6Z 
o x 
o y 
o 
z 
95.060886 
64.081259 
-122.17168 
387.44468 
352.13676 
-166.50454 
Linear dimensions are in centimeters. Angles are in radians. 
-37.6721371 
37.672137 
-37.675148 
37.675704 
-37.675704 
37.675148 
0~C)° 
-36.602263 
52.540435 
-17.517328 
25.954704 
-49.533070 
23.873901 
~ 
for the same set of conditions, using the actual trans-
formation on a CDC Cyber computer. The difference in 
position ' divided by the time over which the positional 
samples were taken provides an accurate measure of the 
"average" rate over the sample. By averagi ~ the link 
rates obtained , by use of the rate transformati0n, a direct 
comparison was ~ade. Table 3.1~3 presents the r~sults 
of those test runs. It is divided into tvr.o sections, 
the upper section defines both the conditions of each of the 
sensors (the input conditions) and the resultant rates 
of each of the links. The measured error for each of 
the six conditions and for each of the 6 1 inks is provided 
in the lower section of the Table. lavtrol believes 
these ~ndicate sufficient accuracy of the rate transformation 
that smooth control can be achieved. The results could 
be improved by use of double precision and/or a higher 
update rate but this dues not appear to be needed. Bear 
in mind that the results above were obtained with the 
input rates set at the maximum rates expected. Lower 
rates should improve results but were not run. This 
should probably be accomplished. 
3.1.1.3 ERROR SE NSITIVITY A IA LYSIS 
By inverting the ma trices of ~'1 bl e 3.1-2 the sensitivH.y 
matrices shm'/n on Tab l e 3.1 - 4 are obtai11ed. These ma.t.ri ces 
define the sensitivity, abo ut a given set of conditions 
~f the sensor mea s ur ed parame ters to errors in con t rolli ng 
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RUN CONDITION 
• Except as indicated 6Si =O, and Si=O for each of the runs • 
. 
Run 1 2 3 4 5 6 
_Nn 
Link tx=3cm ~y=3cm ~z=3cm 68 =2.5° M =0.5° ~ex=0.5° 
No. x:.O.1cm y=0.1 t:m t=o.1cm • x • y. 3'SeC" ~ey=0.5° ex = 63'Se"C ey=6 sec . . Isec ' /sec /sec Sx=Sy=63 /sec /sec ~~-
1 26.7 57.6 -35.4 84.1 17.0 97.6 
2 46.9 46.9 -35.4 66.5 -31.6 46.7 
3 -44.4 -147 -35.4 37.1 81.9' 87.2 
4 -44.4 26.7 -35.4 49.8 81.9 118 
, 
5 46·9 -26.7 -35.4 I -19.3 -31.6 -58.7 
6 26.7 -44.3 -35.4 -52.7 17 .0 -31.3 
The tabulated results are link velocities in degrees/second 
Resultant Liru( Velocity Error in degrees/seconds 
~' ink 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 0.0175 0.0122 0.0145 10.039 0.0144 O. 115 
2 0.0094 0.0096 -0.0131 0.0346 0.0255 0.015 
3 0.008 0.0135 0.0131 
1 0•379 0.0202 0.0045 
4 0.008 0.0119 0.0131 10.0385 I 0.0202 ~0.0428 
5 0.0094 0.009 0.0131 0.341 0.0255 0.152 
6 0.0175 0.0132 0.0 145 10.0289 0.0144 Tot 
traken 
TABLE 3.1-3: Rate Transformation Results 
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TABLE 3.1-4: Sensitivity Matrices 
Zero Position Matrix; 6x = 6y = 6z = 0.0; e = e = e = 0.0 
x y z 
+4.6329870 +4.6329870 -3.0015030 
+.79072029 -.790'].2029 +3.6171002 
-. 25 9 29 8 /~6 -.25929846 -.25930712 
-.00272895 +.00272895 -.00745753 
+.0101 8 623 +.01018623 -.0074::>687 
-.004 4 2404 +.00442404 -.00442384 
Offset Position Matrix; 6x = ~y = 6z = O.Oj 
+4.342665 
+1.4962789 
-.29663 ~ 51 
-.00398387 
+.00941527 
-.00376025 
+4.5251009 
-2.3592453 
+16945767 
+.00628197 
+.01008684 
+.00536833 
~x 
b.y 
b.Z 
~ex 
l 
b.ey 
b.8. 
-2.4902084 
+5.2485450 
-.60868725 
-.01091454 
-.00650007 
-.00467096 
Sensitivity 
Matrix 
-1.6316863 -1.6316863 
+4.4076922 -4.4076922 
-.25931468 -.25931468 
-.01018612 +.01018612 
-.00272978 - . '00272978 
+.00442376 -.00442376 
o 0 e = e =.5; e = 0.0 
x y z 
-3.2652720 
+4.5196996 
-.47563160 
-.01070300 
-.00601376 
+.00520212 
l f;lL 1 b.L 2 
b.L 3 
~L4 
6L5 
b. L6 
-.69638231 
-4.7042482 
+. 17524583 
+.01117056 
-.00055852 
, , 
-.00565950 
Linear dimensions are in centime ters Angles are in radians 
-3.0015030 
-3.6171002 
- ... 25930712 
+.00745753 
-.00745687 
+.00442384 
-3.0227960 
-3.3366927 
-.39365457 
+.00687091 
-.00715386 
+.00348237 
I] 
I 
:,.. 
~ 
f" 
the length of each one of the links. For example, by 
letting each of the links, one at a time, have an e ~or 
of • 1 deg. ,. the results of Table 3. 1-5 are obtained. As 
indicatad, an error in the length of any link results in 
errors in all 6 degrees of freedom of the mirror, including 
roll. For example, for the neutral position of the platform, 
if the error 6L 1 is equal to .1 deg., ax will have an 
error of -.0794 arc secondS. If all of the lengths are 
held to an rms accuracy of 0.1 degree, then the rms error 
in a would be .532 arc seconds. For the offset mirror, 
x 
the result is .625~. This sensitivity is 3 to 5 times 
higher then previously considered. Part of this is due to 
the rmsing of" errors from all links . The rest may be due 
to a change in configuration in the links or may be due 
to just taking a cl.o5"er look at the transformation. 
On Table 3.1-5 two positions are considered, one the 
neutral position of the mirror and the other at the 
maximum expected angular offset. It is expected that the 
errors at other attitudes of the mirror would be in li ne 
with . the results presented but additional checks should be 
Illade to make .sure that this is true. Since the computer 
program exists to perform this analysis, looking at other 
attitude3 is not a large task but it has not been accompli ~ hed 
thus far. 
The link configuration on which these results are based 
was pre s e nted i n Tab~e 2.1 - 1. Fig ure 3.1-1 illustrates 
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TABLE 3.1-5: Effect of Actuator Accuracy on Mirror Position 
* 
A. Ze ro Position ; ~X = ~Y = ~Z = 0.0; 0x = 0y = 0z = 0.0; ' ~Lj = 0.1 degree 
~L1 ~L2 ~L3 ~L4 ~L ' 5 ~L6 RSS 
x(cm) . 65 4E-3 '. 65 4E-3 -.423E-3 -.230E-3 - 1.230E-3 -.424E-3 .115E-2 
y(cm) . 112E-3 -.112 E-3 .510E-3 .622E-3 -.622E-3 -.510E-3 .115E-2 
z( c m) -. 366E-4 -.366E -4 -.366E-4 . -.36 6E -4 -.366E-4 . -.366E-4 .896E-4 
(q (sec) -. 794E -1 .794E-1 -.217EO -.296 EO .296EO .217EO .532EO 
0y(sec) . 296EO .29 6EO -.217EO -.7 95E -1 -.795E-1 -.217EO .532EO 
0z(sec) -. 129EO · 129EO -.129EO . 129EO -.129EO .129EO .315EO 
* J3. Offset Position t:.X = 6Y = 6z = 0.0; ex = ey = 0.5 deg; ez = 0.0; 6Lj = 0.1 degree 
l!J 
o 
X(cm ) 
~Ll 
. 6 13E-3 
Y(cm) . 2 11 E-3 
Z(cm) -.41 9E -4 
ex (sec-) -. 11 6EO 
0y(sec) .274EO 
0z(sec) -.109EO 
L 
x 
y 
z 
ex 
0y 
0z 
6L 2 ~L ' 3 
.639E-3 -.351E-3 
-.333E-3 .740E-3 
.239S-4 -.859E-4 
· 183EO -.318EO 
.294 EO -.189EO 
· 156EO -. 136EO 
Sensitivity 
Transformation 
Matrix 
• 
6 L 1 
6 L2 
~ L3 
6 L4 
6 L5 
~ L6 
~L4 ~L5 ~L6 RSS 
-.461E-3 -.983E-4 -.427E-3 .114E-2 
.638E-3 -.663E-3 -.471E-3 .133E-2 
-.671E-4 .247E-4 -.555E-4 .134E-3 
-.312EO 
-.175EO 
. 151 EO 
.325EO .200EO .625EO 
-.163E-1 - .'208EO .521EO 
-:165EO .101EO .339EO 
*1n 1st six columns all ~L. = 0 except 
indicated link in which ~tj = 0.10 of rotation 
of motor. The last column is the RSS of the 
other 6 columns and represents the total 
error expected if accuracy of each link is 
held to 0.10 rotation. 
3/10/80 
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FIGURE 3. 1-1 . 
Link Configuration 10/2/ 79 
*Link numbers used in 
C6mput~r algorithms. 
-"-
this configuration as viewed looking down the Z axis of 
the coordinate system. Note that only a small amount 
of motion along the x axis results in a change in sign of the 
sensitivity for Ll and L2 to motion along this same . 
axis. Likewise, a small amount of motion in the y axis 
results in a cha nge in sign of tDe sensitivity of L4 and 
L5 for motion along the Y axis. 
The link numb.ers in parentheses, are link numbers 
u3ed in the algorithms for the Digital Controller. These 
ne~ numbers makes it easy to take advantage of symmetry 
in the link configuration about the X axis. This reduces 
the number of equa tions to be solved and thereby reduces 
computational time and program requirements. Although 
this Symmetr::y may not exist for offset conditions, since the 
precision transformatio~ is always made from a zero base 
in which ' symmetrydo~s exist, the computational savings is 
possible. If the link configuration is changed so thq 
symmetry no longer occurs, the algorithms in the All 
.Digital Controller must be charged and the computational 
load will increase, although not to the extent that the 
change could not be accomodated. 
It may be confusi ng to those less familar with the 
program t~a t the change in l ink le~gth is expressed in 
degrees. This angu l r r otation is of the motor , tachometer 
and encoder used in the actuat or. The conversion factor 
is that 360 degrees of rotat ion equals . 2 inch change i n 
length of the act ua tor. Thus th e l e ng th of the a ctuator 
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corresponding to .1 deg. is 55.5 micro-inches or 1.41 
micro-meters. To achieve 0.1 arcsecond accuracy at the 
mirror requires controlling each actuator length to 0.22 
micro-meters rms or better. 
3.1.2 ACTUATOR CONTROL LOOP A.TALYSIS 
A discussion of the actuator control l00p design is 
contained in Section 2.1.4. Figure 3.1-2, ~hich shows the 
SOT actuator dynamic model, including structural mode, 
and Figure 3.1-3, which defines the control approach and 
the · states utilized in the computer, are duplicated in 
that section. This section provides responses which were 
obtained on a comput~r ·simulation study, using the control 
loop config ration of Figure 3.1-3 and the d namic sys t e 
model of Fioure 3.1-2. Paraneters used for the act uator 
control runs are presented on Table 3.1-6. lost of the 
simulation runs · were made with an inertia wheel added to 
the system to increase the inertia by a multiple of 10. 
The large inertia enabled a re-distribution of gain so 
·tha t wi th band~.Jid th he ld constant, fric tion h~d 1/10 t :\e 
effect it previously had. This ~~ ferther discussed in 
Section 2.1.4. 
Figures 3.1-4 through 3.1-6 were all made with ~ he 
large inertia but with the rate and displace me nt ga ins 
adj usted toge th e r to pr ovide ne a rly cons t a nt d isplace ment 
bandwidth wh il e the bandw id t h of the rat& loop varie d over 
a 4 to 1 r a nge. There i s ~o or ea t d if fe r e nce betwe n 
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Xl = actuator position 
X2 = actuator rate 
X3 = differential angle representing 
structural mode 
. 
X4 = X3 
X5 = torque motor output ;' (ft. Ibs. ) 
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FIGURE 3.1-2: SOT Actuator Dynamic Model Including Structural Mode 
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Nonlinear , Linear 
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X3' X4 structural 
mode states are 
not illustrated. 
FI GURE . 3 ,1-3 : Actu~tor Loop Control Approach Using 
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TABLE 3.1-6 : Parameters . for Actuator Control Runs 
(Except as Noted on Run) 
Model Parameters 
1) Torque Filter = 6 m seconds 
2) Nominal S.VI . = 15 Ilz 
3) Velocity Limit = 6500 /s 
4) Torque Limit = 64 . 5 in. lbs. 
5) Inertia = Jm + Jw = .137 in . oz . sec 2 
6) Low Inertia = ~T ~ = .0137 in. oz . sec 2 
States of I nterest Othe r Tban System States 
Y1H = commanded angl e = Y1 
" Y2H = commanded angular rate = Y2 
X6T = Friction estima te 
Ep = Error between actual angle and estimate 
UT = Torque co mmand 
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FIGURE 3,1-4A 
12,6 HZ LOOP WITH TACH FEEDBACK 
(VEl.OC lTV LOOP S B I W, IS 1600 HZ) 
DRIGINAL PAGE IS 
!I_1Dm QUAlJTY. 
RESPONSE TO 1° COMMANDED STEP OF POSITION ERROR, VELOCIiV ERROR 
AND STRUCTURAL MODE, 3-17 
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RESPONSE TO 1° COMMANDED 
AND VELOCITY OF FILTER. 
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FIGURE 3.1-4B 
WITH TACH FEEDBACK(VELOCITY LOOP B.W. 
STEP OF TORQUE, MIRROR POSITION 
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ERROR 
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FIGURE 3.1-SB 
WITH TACH FEEDBACK (VELOCITY LOOP B.W. 
STEP OF TORQUE, VELOCiTY COMMAND AND 
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FIGURE 3,1-6 12.9 HZ LOOP WITH TACH FEEDBACK (VELOCITY LOOP B.W, IS 
400 HZ,) 
RESPONSE TO 1° COMMANDED STEP OF POSI TI ON ERROR, VELOCITY ERROR 
AND STRUCTURAL MODE, 
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the responses for these three runs. Referring to the 
trace for state X3 , note that for a 1
0 step the excitstion 
of the structural mode, although noticeable, is within 
acceptable bounds, (A 10 step at the actuator is less 
than 1 arc second step on the mirror.) The activity seen 
is well below 0.1 arc second, If a 1 arc second step 
was commanded at the mirror, then several actuators 
would step togehter. No data is presently available 
on the amplitude of mirror oscillation for this type 
input. 
For the run of Figure 3.1-7 the inertia wheel was 
omitted and the gain adjusted to obtain the indicated 
bandwidth. The result is a stand-off in position 
error, Y1H - Xl , of appr oximately .15 degeees. The 
integation ga in sr.0uld eventually drive this error to 
zero but it would have taken some time. Figure 3.1-8 shows 
that if the velocity loop bandwidth is increased low inertia 
does not adversely affe ct system results. 
If wide velocity loop bandwidth can be tolerated, 
there is no need to add an inertia wheel. The amount 
of bandwidth that can be t olerated is dependent on noise 
in the system, mechanical structure rigidity between 
motor and tachometer, and the time constant of the motor. 
Although a current drive ~ill reduce th e motor time 
constant i t does not bring it tu zero since infinite 
voltag~ is ~ot available . This is especially true for a 
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FIGURE 3.1-7 12.9 HZ LOOP WITH TACH FEEDBACK BUT LOW INE RT IA 
-(VELOCITY LOOP B.\v, IS 400 HZ) 
RESPO~SF TO 1° COMMANDED STEP OF POSITION ERROR, VELOCITY ERROR 
AND STRUCTURAL ~ODE, 
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FIGURE 3,1-8 12.6 HZ LOOP WITH TACH FEE DBA CK BUT WITH LOW INERTIA. 
(VELOCITY LOOP 3,W. IS 1600 HZ) 
RESPONSE TO 1° COMMANDED STEP OF POSITION ERROR, VELOCITY ERROR 
AND STRUCTURAL MODE. 
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pulse width amplifier of the type planned for S07. All 
the runs prese nted here included in the simulation a 
rough approximation of the characteristics of the power 
amplifier. Thus~ it is expected that these responses 
will hold reasonably well in the actual system . 
The response of t~e system to a 10 offset of position 
error is illustrated on Figure 3.1-9. This is similar 
to the step response except that a step command is 
filtered by the follow up model which is not true of 
the offset response, . Therefore', there is much greater excitat~.on 
of the structural mode. This is clearly evident in 
the X3 trace, which represents the differenc e angle 
between opposite ends of the "structur al s pr i ng ." 
The res ponse of the syst em to a l a r ge ste p , 1000 , 
is illustrated on Figure 3.1-10. The system ha s a soft 
limit in velocity of 65no per second: The velocity 
is limited only by placing a limit on the position error 
in the follow up mod el. However, the sys tem l ags slightly 
behi nd the follow up model initially, builds up a 
position error, and this causes the velocity to overshoot . 
A slight complication of the algo rithms coul d e liminate 
this, Howev ,i l the SOT syste m it is not f e l t that 
this create s a problem. Note tha t for the large ste p 
the struct ura l mode excitation i s increased . This is 
due to the l a rger to rq ue inp ut . A larger step does not 
r esu l t in a po rpo rtional increa p i n torque and so woul d 
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12.6 HZ LOOP WITH TACH FEEDBACK (VELOCITY LOOP B.W. IS 
1600 HZ) 
RESPONSE TO 1° OFFSET OF POSITION ERROR, TORQUE AND STRUCTURAL 
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FIGURE 3.1-10: 6.3 HZ LOOP WITH TACH FEEDBACK (VELOCITY LOOP B.W. IS 
1600 HZ) 
RESPONSE TO 1000 COMMANDED STEP OF POSITION ERROR, VELOCITY E~ROR 
AND STRUCTURAL MODE. 
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not result in a proportionally larger amount of excitation. 
The actuator assembly received from the Sacramento 
Peak Observatory had a X19 inertia wheel installed. To 
see what effect this would have on loop response, the run 
of Figure 3.1-11 was made. No great difference between 
this and the runs of FigUl = 3.1-4, 5 and 6 can be noted. 
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FIGURE 3.1-11 
12,9 Hz LOOP WITH TACH FEEDBACK 
(VELOCITY LOOPS B,W, IS 400 Hz) 
RESPO NSE TO 1° CO MMAND STEP O~9POSITION EBROR, VELOCITY 
ERROR AND STRUCTURAL MODE, (1 X INERTIA) 
O~/?:S/P,O 3- 29 1"1 17 1" o 
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3.2 COMPUTER PROGRAM DEFINTION 
3.2.1 MEMORY ALLOTMENT 
Table 3.2-1 defines the present allocation for the 
instructions in program memory. In spite of the high 
complexity of the transformations involved and control 
algorithms for 6 loops, only 1022 words of instructions 
are required • . Note that any increase in memory, such 
as for initialization or any housekeeping routines, 
result in exceeding the original 1024 words in the 
Digital Controller memory. It wa~ for this reason that 
program memory capacity was increased to 4K for the SOT 
application. Bearing in mind t he comp~exity of the program 
contai ned in 1 K of progra ... me mor y , it is difficul t to 
imagi ne exceedino the 4K capacity now i n the Digital 
Controller pl anned for SOT . However, the memory is readily 
expandable in 4K pages up to 65K, should further expansion 
be required. 
The allocation of words in jata memory is illustrated 
on Figu re 3.2-1. As indicated , the memory can be segmented 
into 8 s ets . Six of these 8 sets are ass igne d t o the 6 
actuator co ntrol loo ps , 6 se t s of transformation equa tions, 
one for each link, and eq uations for estimating the 5 sensors, 
and are ell l i nde xe d "loop " pa r amet'? rs. For t hese 6 loops 
t he re a r e 128 · ord loc~t ions pe r set, leaving 29 locations 
per s e t not used . Two of the 8 sets are non i ndexed and· 
they incl ude 64 co n t an t s a d 32 va ri a' l e s . Here , a n 
3-30 
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TABLE 3.2-1~ Program Memory Allocation 
Routine 
A. Control Algorithms (6 loops) 
B. Transformations 
1) Sensor Meas. ~ nd K-Filter 
2) "Precision" Transformation 
3) "Fast" Transfor-mation 
Sub-Total 
C. Desired Link Length Calculation 
D. Update Fast Transformation 
E. Miscellaneous such as general 
sub-routines, jump tables, etc. 
Total 
3-31 
No. of 
Instructions 
346 
73 
431 
45 
549 
16 
60 
51 
1022 
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additional 160 words of data memory are not used making 
a total of 334 words unused in the first 1K of data memory. 
Since in the SOT system 2K of data memory is provided, 
over half of data memory remains available for use. Data 
memory can re3dily be expanded to 4K and even further 
using paging techniques . 
3.2.2 TIMING RESULTS 
The instructions involved in various routines in the 
program for the Solar Optical Telescope were divided into 
sets of Multiply, Divide, Shift, 10 and "Other Instructions," 
and the number in each set counted. The numbeF of 
instructions in each set was multiplied by the time required 
to execute that instruction to provide the total time 
required to execute that program routine. This was 
compared with time measured using a logi~ analyz~r . The 
resul ts 'of this are given on Table 3.2-3. 
In most of the sets of instructio ns there are variations 
in path lengths. It wa~ planned that the calculation time 
. should include the maximum path length. No effort was 
made on the measured time to assure it was maximum. 
Thus the calculated time should always exceed measured 
time but in one particular case this was not true . It 
is appare nt that a small error was made ei ther in measurir~ 
or calculating the time required to perform the link 
length ext r apol a tion algorithms . 
Figure 3 . 2- 2 illustrates the prog r a m sequence for 
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Initialization I 
9~56/sec. 
A. Control Algorithms (6 loops) 
1) Encoder Measurement 
2) Calculate Desired Length 
3) Calculate Torque Command 
and Output 
TIME = 1'1.50 iJ sec. 
128/sec. 
\1' 
C. Desired Link Length 
Extrapolation 
(Using Previou s Ra te 
and Position Dat a ) 
TIME - 60 iJ sec 
1 
64/sec 
D. Update " Fa s t " 
Transforma tio n 
TIME _ 290 iJ sec 
*2690 iJ sec left *2400 iJ s ec left 
128/sec. 
\ 
B. Transformations: 
1) Sensor Measurements 
2) Sensor Ka lman Fil t e r 
3) Precision Trans for -
mation of Position 
Data. 
4) "Fast" Transfo r ma-
tion of Rat e 
Estimate 
TIME =2450 iJ sec 
\1' *300 iJ ~ec left 
~----------------~' ~-~----------------------------~ 
-
FIGURE 3.2-2: S0 T Con trol Progr am Se quence 
* Time remaining during one 3900 iJ second cycle for other tasks. 
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SOT program. Each of the computational sets included in 
the blocks correspond to the sets listed on Table 3.2-3. 
The times provided on FigUl ' ~ 3.2-2 are rounded off somewhat 
from the figures on the table, but are meant to be 
conservative. The conclusion to be drawn fr0 Figure 
3.2-2 is that . there is considerable amount of computation 
time left which can be allocated to performing other 
SOT tasks. If additional time was required the precision 
transformation could be performed at a lower rate utilizing 
the fast transformation for small changes in the interim 
period between precision transformation updates. Navtrol 
believes that with the time available now, plus additional 
time obtained, if necessary, by reducing the rate of 
computation for the precision transformation, that for-
seeable cuntrol tasks, such as pointing the LOS guider 
and etc. could be accomplished within a single Dig ital 
Contro ~.ler . 
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3.3 HARDWARE RESULTS 
3.3.1 COMPUTER RESULTS 
Results provided in Section 3.1.1 and Section 3.2 
demonstrated that the Digital Controller Processor unit 
was capable of performing the required calculations 
with sufficient speed and accuracy so that the known 
SOT requirements can all be met using a 'single Digital 
Controller. With the increase in memory size of the 
processor unit, sufficient spare memory capacity exist~ 
to hap.dl~ all foreseeable requirements. Though these 
results are reported in other sections they are truly 
hardware results sinc~ they define the computer 
capabilities required to perform the SOT functions. 
Table 3.3~1 summarizes the specific characteristics 
of the SOT Processor Unit. Detailed characteristics of 
the Digital Controller in general are ' in Appendix A. 
3.3.2 ACTUATOR CONTROL RESULTS 
Section 3.1.2 provided results obtained on 
simUlation studies performed on the CDC Cyb~r 72 computer. 
Those results were used to define the algorithms to 
be progra mmed into the Digi tal Controller but also 
provided a basis of comparison of results obtained 
on the Ligital Controller. 
The responses obtained in Figures 3.3-1 through 3.3-8 
were made by simul a ting system dynamics withi~ the All 
3-37 
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TABLE 3.3-1 
~OT COMPUTEH DEFINITION 
1. Memory Capacity 
Program Memory; 4K 
Data Memory; 2K 
2. Capabiltty 
1. All APM Control Tr3nsformations 
2. Control of all 6 Actuator Loops 
3. Measurement of all 5 sensors 
4. Control of LOS Guider or other mechanisms associated 
with the APM. 
5. ~1iscellaneous housekeeping and oti.er tasks. 
3. Physcial Size 
4 . 
Three double sided P. C. Boar'ds, 5.6" x 10" mcunted 
in a suitable package estimated to be 2" x 6 .5" x 
10.5". (A s ma ller package could be utilized .if 
required. ) 
Processor Unit Power 
1. Arithme tic board 7.4W. @ 5V. 
2. *Memory Board (5K) 15. 6W . @ 5V. 
3. Communication 1/0 3.7W. @ 5V. 
Total for "Flight" 
Processor Unit 26.7W. @ 5V. 
* Req uire s 21. 0 - . with 6K RA M. Total f or Development 
Processor I nit is 32. HI . 
3-38 
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Digital Controller. Friction and the structural mode 
were not included in this simulation, but torque time 
constant and tachometer feedback were. These results 
show a close correspondence to results obtained on the 
CDC Cyber computer. For example, on Figure 3.3-1 
the error for 10 position step command is reduced.to 
.1 0 in 30 to 35 reilli-seconds. Comparing this to the 
analyt i cal results for a similar run, Figure 3.1-4, 
it is seen that the results match. 
Also shown on Figure 3.3-2 is the response of the 
follow up model position error. The approach taken 
is to try to force the sys tem to follow this model 
resp0nse. Results show that this was ac complished 
to a reasonabl e degree although the position error 
is less than the follo w- up error at 30 milli-seconds. 
This is because the actual system initially lags behind 
the model system then overshoots slightly as it 
recovers. In this case the slight overshoot actually 
reduced the error at this point. 
Figures 3.3-3 and 3.3-4 provide the response of 
the system to a 1000 position s tep com a d. This ca n 
be co mpared to Fi gure 3.1-10. Note that in Fi gure 3.3-3 
approxi ~ 3t e ly 150 mill i-se conds is required for the error 
to be red u c ~ a to less then 10 de grees. Ti lis corresponds 
almost exac tly to the r e s ult o bt a i ned i n the simulatiori 
r un. 
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Figures 3.3-5 through 3.3-8 demonstrate the system's 
capability to follow the velocity step command of 1000 
per second. Loop dynamics and velocity feed forward 
keep position error build up to less than ,0. Because 
of the position error the velocity error overshoots in 
order to bring position error back to zero. 
3.3.1 ACTUATOR ASSEMBLY BACKLASH TESTS 
These tests were performed by the Sacramento Peak 
Observatory on the actuator assembly that they constructed. 
It is reported here only for completeness since it ties 
in with the control system developed by Navtrol for the 
APM. The measured friction of the unit shipped to 
Navtrol was 4.5 in. lb .. Backlash is shown on Figure 
3.3-9 and was made usi ng the set up of Figure 3.3-10. 
Two measurements were made, one with no load and one with 
a 50 lb. weight. 
3.3.4 MOTOR E ICODER I NTERFACE RESULTS 
The photo cell pre-amplifier board designed by 
Navtrol was installed in the Baldwin encoder and the 
unit interconnected to the Motor-Encoder i nterface module. 
This, in t urn, was tied to the All Digital Controller 
through the serial co mmunicatio n circuitry. Prior to 
the overa ll test, the signals fr0 m the encoder preamp 
were monit ore d on an oscilloscope to observe the 
characteri s tlcs of the sine and cosine wa ves. The 
waves a re r easonab ly s inuso i da l and a ppro priat e ly 
3-42 
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FIGURE 3.3-10 
Backlash Test Setup 
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phased. With the adjustments provide.d, the amplitude 
of both the sine and cosine wave could b~ made equal 
to each other, and could be made equal about zero. 
Adjustments for equalizing time a·bQ~ and below zero 
for the sine and cosine waves were also successful. 
After adjustment of the sine and cosine wave 
the motor commutational phasing was compared to timing 
of the encoder index pulse. The encoder was rotated 
slightly to bring the index pulse in coincidence with 
tpe zero c~ossing of the generated voltage from the 
appropriate winding of the motor so that the commutational 
signals woulC be corr.ect. Various angles were then 
measured usi ng the encoder' f eeding back to the computer , 
rotating the motor shaft to vary the angle . This 
gross accura cy test confirmed the integrity of the 
ove r all encod e r interface design . The encoder had 
previously been tested by placing DC signals which 
correspond ed to the sine and cosine of a particular 
angle into the inputs . These tests verified the 
capability of the encoder i nterfa ce to determine 
accurately the ap propriate a ngles from sine and cosine 
voltages f ed i n" It should be noted that in the approach 
taken t~ c re sults are approxi rnat ~ ly independent of the 
overall a mp lit ude s of the signa l s . They de pe nd only 
on r e lative ampl i tude of th e si ne a nd cosine s i g na l s . 
The ability o f he co pu t e r to cO.mand torques 
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has been established. Figure 3.3-11 illustrates the 
demonstrated linearity of the SOT motor driver power 
amplifier. Additional test results on the power amplifier 
are not yet available. 
Tests on the actuator and the control of the actuator 
by the All Digital Controller was not a part of this contract. 
Although it was hoped that such tests could be included, 
time and funds did not permit it. 
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4.1 CONCLUSIONS 
SECTION 4.0 
EONC[USIO NS A D 
RECOMMENDATIO NS 
1. Program results indicate that a single All Digital 
Controller bas sufficient capability to totally handle 
the computational requir ements for control of the SOT 
APM, including: 
1. All APM control transformations 
2. Control of all 6 actuator loops 
3. Measurement of all 5 sensors 
4. Control of LOS guider or other mechanisms 
5. Miscellaneous housekeeping and other tasks. 
Ite ms 4 dnd 5 were not actually demonstrated but it 
appears there is sufficient unused capacity of the AD C 
in performing the first 3 tasks that the additional 
control tasks could be handled. 
2. Present task~ a, ' proximately ut ilize 1/4 of program 
memory, 1/3 of data memory and 2/3 of the ti me available. 
It is felt t~at time utilized in performing presen~ 
tasks cou~d be red uced without significantly affecting 
sys tem performance . 
3. The use of the "zero based '" "Precision" transformat.i.on , 
from the neu tra l posi t ion o f the mirror to its required 
position , provide s a mea ns of holding roll angle a t 
4-1 
( 
zero without measuring roll. It also provides an 
excellent open loop capability which could be most 
valuable in permitting experiments to continue even 
with failure of certain sensors. 
4. Open loop accuracy of the SOT APM shoulc! be 
approximately .15 arc second, about 6 times better 
then specified. If additional open loop accuracy is 
required it can be achieved . 
5. A "model reference" control technique has bp.en 
defined which provides precision control while Qinimizing 
excitation of structural modes. The approach is flexibl e 
in permitting acjustments to parameters should unexpe cted 
structural r esonances or other pro blems be e nco untered . 
6. The use of tachometers i n a tight analog l oop a round 
the c0ntrol actuator combined withlncreased inert ia 
make ~ossi ble t i ght control while minimi z~ ng excita ti on 
of structural modes . 
7. The power amplifier designed for the SOT app li c~tion 
has not as yet been demonstrated . Be ca use of the use 
of pulse wid th modulation within a wide - band ana l og 
loop, plus t he use of new V10S transistors whose full 
capabilites a re yet being explored , this is an a r ea 
of ris k . (rAS A suggested us e o~ V as for this a ppli r.atiun 
as an expl or atory mea ns of e va l ua ti ng t hei r capab ili ty . 
Considerable POl; e r' sa ving ca n be a chie ved t hrough tll e il' 
use . lavtrol aGre ed qnd co. t i nues to ag r ee wi h th e ir 
4- 2 
use orl this "breadboa rd" sy s tem .) 
8. The e ncoder interface approa ch developed by Navtrol 
for use on SOT offers a way of achiev ing very ~igh 
resolution, required in control ap plications , without 
sacrificing system reliab i lity. fhe chance of dropping 
pulses is minimi ze d b'y Navtrol 's "hard logic" approach 
to obtaining r esolution beyond that provided by the 
basic number of lines i n the encoder . 
9 . r avtrol believe s that one of the major risk a r eas 
in the SOT APM control is structural resonance s. If 
these mod es are too low in frequ e ncY,con t rol ba ndwid t hs 
must be decrea sed with a s ubsequen t deg r a da tio n of 
performance . 
4 .2 REeo E JDATIONS 
1. :!:t is r e comroended t hat the program to construct 
a moc k up of t he APM be continued 's'o that control 
t echn i ques can be te s ted and e valuated at an ear l y 
stage i n the pr ogram to min i mi ze the possibli ty of 
cost ly delay s due to pr oblems encountered with fl i ght 
hardwa r e . 
2. In conjunction with r ecommenda tion number '1, it is 
r ecommended that Navtrol be funded to continue develop -
ment of the electroni~s fo r the : PM mock up system . 
1.1i tially this wil l include closed loop t ests of a 
single actuator bu t eve ntually shou ld incl ude tests 0 
the o verall six actuato r system , including senso r 
4-3 
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measureme nts as possible. 
3. It is r e co mmend ed that use b~ made of the considerable 
analytital and error analysis capability developed by 
Navtrol on this program to provide information to 
NASA and candidate contractors on error sensitivities 
and performa nce limitations. 
4. It is recommend ed t hat ea ch actuator control include 
use of both a t a chomete r a nd an i ne r t ia wheel to ena ble 
meeting t he pe rfo r~anc e require ment while minimi z i ng 
the possiblity of exciting structural modes . Increasing 
the inertia fro m .0 14 to .14 in. oz . second 2 does not 
adversely a ff ect, to a significan t de gr ee , the torq ue 
re qu i re . ents of the sys te . . 
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